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I cannot let December pass without inflicting another letter on 
you. Our correspondence has thinned out a good deal since you 
started invading these isles perhaps it was moving in that 
direction in any case - but from time to time there is something 
to report besides the never-ending atrocities of Thatcher and her 
crew. I also continue to have questions to put to you, hoping 
that you will remember to answer them at some time. 

Let me begin with the question, though this should actually go to 
Alan Paton (and may yet, if I can settle down to writing a 
serious letter). This year he sent us a Christmas card on which 
he wrote "If only we hadn't done that in 1955, and if only we had 
done this in 1960, how different everything would be'', and this 
has puzzled Celeste and me a great deal. Is it cynicism, or does 
it refer to real events? In my view we possibly took too short 
a view regarding the Freedom Charter in 1955, but I hardly think 
that AP (or any other Liberal) holds that view today. In 1960 ? 
If it 1s only an ironic reflection on the might-have-beens of 
history, I would rather ask what might have happened had Hofmey r 
formed a Liberal Party in 1946, but of course all such questions 
are only party games. 

I very much enjoyed the report on the Dakar meeting in the most 
~ecene,gissue of REALITY to have arrived here. It was another good 
issue. 

I am j ust tryi ng to sort myself out after a nother lengthy trip 
around SE Asia, this time taking in Malaysia, the Philippines, 
Thailand, Singapore and Indonesia. In man y ways it was too long 
an absence fr om home but at least I managed to meet a lot of 
people and hopefully some of the contacts could result in 
further work. Although Malaysia had been reported to be in 
political turmoil before I left here this was not evident on the 
spot. I heard talk of Team A and Team B jockeying for power, 
whatever these teams are . In any case the PM had managed to put 
away his most dangerous opponents and with the newspapers fairly 
compliant it should not h ave been too surprising that the place 
seemed peaceful . Malaysia is supposed to have experienced some 
economic difficulties - almost certainly is since its prime raw 
materials have fallen substantially in price but is still 
pretty affluent by most Asian standards. With the government 
desperately trying to woo all sorts of potential investors it is 
not too surprising but nevertheless chilling to hear the PM say 
that investors are not interested in whether a country is 

• democratic but only 1n its stability. That said, I felt safer in 
Malaysia than 1n some of the other places I visited. 

Manila was quite an experience. I was very tortunate to be 
invited to a meeting on cleochemicals there, and as a result met 
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a lot of 'useful ' people. It appears that the Filipinos were 
somewhat surprised at the good turn-out, and the chairman of the 
meeting expressed his thanks to those ' who had been courageous 
enough' to come to Manila. I think that there was the general 
feeling that events could turn nasty at any moment, and the 
Americans apparently took care to stay away . In the lobby of the 
conference hotel a senior Filipino industrialist said, when I was 
asking him about the political situation, "some of her opponents 
,are sitting behind us" and there were vari <.,us si gni;; that calmness 
is a rare commodity in that city. Perhaps this feeling was 
strengthened by the evidence that in a number of ways the 
government is not master of the situation, that individuals and 
bodies take the law into their own hands and that the proclaimed 
law of the land is not taken too seriously. But perhaps the most 
s t riking observation as far as I am concerned was of the great 
and obvi ous poverty of the people once o n e moved more than two 
miles or so out of the centre of Manila. On the Saturday after 
the end of the meeting we were taken to a coastal resort south 
of the capital, and the drive through the apparently impoverished 
countryside <I am not a trained observer of such matters) left me 
with the feeling that the gap between rich and poor was far wider 
than the mere decency of Mrs Aquino could bridge. 

On to Singapore , where there are no visible signs of poverty a n d 
certainly no unrest. It seems that Singapore is a city where one 
is utterly safe unless one is foolish enough to get into the 
hands of one of the Chinese gambling syndi c ates,when one will 
probably lose more than one actually possesses. The only 
comparable city in this respect that I have experienced is Tokyo . 
In Singapor e you also have the world's most courteous motorists: 
in many instances the motorist will allow pedestrians to cross 
the road at their leisure. Of course the place has fairl y fierce 
penalties for breaking the rules - in the Orchid Garden of the 
magnificent botanical gardens the fine for littering is S S 500, 
or US $ 250. Not surprising that you see no litter· around. While 
I was there I watched part of a discussion on TV between Lee Kuan 
Yew, Bob Hawke of Australia and a number of journalists. There 
was a time when I was very taken by Lee (but that has passed) but 
I could not escape the feeli ng that in his statement of 
Singaporean v iews (his views) he was the intellectual master of 
that group of people . A taxi driver in the city offered me the 
view that the rules were too tightly drawn - with which thought 
I agreed - but there is something to be said for a city as clean 
as Singapore . Londoners can on ly admire that aspect of life 
there <I feel that London probably qualifies for the title of 
Dirtiest City in Europe}. 

The difference between Singapore and Jakarta is incredible. 
Jakarta pretends to be affluent and grandiose but the pretence is 
hardly skin-deep . Though it was interesting to observe that one 
can still find traces of the formerly dominant Dutch culture -
one Indonesian administrator whom I met could have been a 
Dutchman had I not seen that I was sitting opposite an 
Indonesian, though all his education (he told me later) had taken 
place in Indonesia the abject poverty, once agai n, as in 
Manila, very evident, left me feeling that this is a pretty 
rotten society. I have no doubt that such feelings are powered 
b y the warnings given before arrival and soon experienced t hat 



most aspects of life are affected by corruption - one cannot step 
out of a c ar at the hotel without giving someone a tip <near ly 
worthless), the seller of an article will blatantly charge you 
more than t he marked price, it is foolish to expect a taxi 
driver to give y ou change. And the women hunt you down i n packs 
if you step out of the hotel . But in the better hotels the food 
is very enjoyable, and by European sta ndards not very expensive . 
It is impossible to comment on the traffic - utterly chaotic to 
the western observer, incessant use of the horn , but not many 
cars obviously the worse for wear. 

I will not tr y to comment on Bangkok I spent two days there 
<I was there last year as well) and tend to find the place 
exasperating but it has some charm that is d i fficult to account 
for, perhaps because the people seem impossibly courteous. The 
traffic in Bangkok is something that the pedestrian dare not 
trifl e with - I spent about five minutes watching others cross 
the road before trying the same myself, stopped between two lanes 
of traffic (five in one direction on this road, and one lane in 
the other direction> waiting for another gap and noticed one car 
swerve a s it approached me. Phew ~ Unfortunately I arrived in 
the city just too late to see the celebrations for King 
Bhumipol"s (what , you have not heard of him ? ) 60th birthday, 
quite an eve n t. 

I feel that I have done enough to deserve a Christmas break. Have 
you booked your passage for 1988 yet ? I have put my name 
forward for an edible oils project in Zimbabwe , but the 
probability is no higher than 10%. At present my prospects seem 
br i ghter in Manila~ which will not thrill Celeste (probably not 
me either). Better to work on less exotic projects in Paris . Had 
a letter from John Brink last week - will try to answer that 
before end of year. 

Best wishes to you and Phoebe, 


